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Plasma Response to Strongly Sheared Flow
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Laboratory observations of reactively driven plasma waves in the ion-cyclotron frequency r
associated with a localized, transverse dc electric field are reported. This wave excitation occurs
when the field-aligned current is negligible, a situation often reported in the space plasma environ
The fluctuation spectrum is broadband in frequency and its peak depends on the magnitude of
electric field. Comparison with theory indicates that these waves result from a strong inhomogene
the energy density caused by shearedE 3 B flow. [S0031-9007(96)01143-X]
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We report the first laboratory observations of re
tively driven ion-cyclotron waves associated with a high
sheared flow transverse to the magnetic field and n
ligible field-aligned current. Sufficiently strong shear
flow can generate a region of strong inhomogeneity in
energy density [1]. Convection of energy away from t
region can give rise to plasma oscillations whose wa
length is related to the inhomogeneity scale length [1
Since such conditions often arise in space [3–7], as
physical [8], and laboratory [9–16] plasmas, a detai
knowledge of the plasma response to a strongly she
flow is crucial for the analysis and interpretation of o
servations. In particular, during periods of intense
lar activity, there is evidence of velocity shear build
in the magnetosphere, especially in boundary layers [
and the auroral region [3,7,17]. Since the magnetosph
plasma is essentially collisionless, the dissipation of
shear is generally achieved via collective effects wh
in turn can affect the spatial structure [18], plasma en
gization [4], and local transport properties [19]. The e
perimental investigation reported in this Letter is relev
to the understanding of such naturally occurring plas
processes.

The influence of velocity shear on plasma oscillatio
can be generally classified into two regimes, dissipa
and reactive [2,4]. In the dissipative regime, low lev
of shear can modify the dispersive properties of a hom
geneous plasma and hence can affect the wave-pa
interactions such as Landau damping or growth. In
reactive regime, a sufficiently strong shear can ind
oscillations by creating neighboring regions with wa
energy density of opposite sign. In the simultaneous p
ence of a magnetic-field-aligned drift and a transve
localized, dc electric field, the plasma response can
categorized by the parameterR ; kuyEykzyd [20]. Here,
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(in cylindrical geometry)ku, kz , yE, andyd are the wave-
vector components and flows transverse (azimuthal
and along the magnetic field, respectively. Small valu
of R s#1d usually signify the dominance of the field
aligned drift and represent the dissipative regime. La
values ofR s¿1d correspond to the reactive regime,
which ion-cyclotron waves can be driven unstable even
the absence of a field-aligned drift [1,2].

In the presence of velocity shear, the mode characte
tics of ion-cyclotron waves can be significantly differe
[2,20] from the homogeneous case [21–23]. The dis
pative regime, in which the combination of field-aligne
and cross-field flows is important, was recently examin
in a series ofQ-machine experiments [9–11]. It wa
found that the threshold current for the ion-cyclotron
stability decreased with increasing shear [11]. In ad
tion, the mode frequency was observed to shift with
applied electric field strength, and the wave spectrum
came broadband and spiky [9]. While these experime
investigated the dissipative effect of velocity shear,
reactive response, which is independent of field-align
flow, was inaccessible to the experimental setup.

We report laboratory experiments designed specific
to investigate the reactive effects of a strongly shea
transverse flow. The experiments are conducted in
Naval Research Laboratory’s Space Physics Simula
Chamber (SPSC), a device well suited for the investi
tion of space plasma processes. The SPSC is a 1
diameter by 5 m long cylindrical vacuum vessel ou
fitted with a large-diameter microwave plasma sou
[24]. The parameters of the steady-state argon pla
are plasma densityn ø 3.5 3 107 cm23, ion and elec-
tron temperaturesTi ø 0.05 eV and Te ø 1.0 eV, uni-
form axial magnetic fieldB  40 G, ion gyrofrequency
fci  1.5 kHz, ion gyroradiusri  5 cm, ion thermal
© 1996 The American Physical Society
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speedyti ø 5 3 104 cmys, Debye lengthlD ø 0.2 cm,
neutral densitynn ø 6 3 1011 cm23, and plasma column
diameter and effective length are 50 cm and 2 m, resp
tively. Wave and bulk plasma parameters are meas
with Langmuir probes [25] and emissive probes.

Figure 1(a) depicts the experimental setup. Shea
azimuthal flow is induced by a controllable, radia
localized, dc electric field located within the cylindric
SPSC plasma column. This is accomplished with a g
structure made from concentric, coplanar, conducting
electrodes. This multiringed electrode (MRE) consists
11 circular rings constructed from 3 mm diameter br
rods. The innermost and outermost rings have diame
of 10 and 30 cm, respectively and the center-to-ce
ring spacing is 1 cm. The MRE diameter is severalri

smaller than the plasma column diameter and is cent
on the column axis 2 m from the microwave plasm
source. The MRE rings are divided into inner and ou
groups by electrically connecting each ring within
group. Application of different potentials to the inner a
outer groups modifies the radial structure of the plas
potential, creating a localized, dc electric field. Partic
entering the plasma column from the microwave sou
experience an adiabatic increase in the electric field
its peak value, leading to an azimuthal drift within
cylindrical shell (approximately one ion gyroradius thic
as shown in Fig. 1(b). An equilibrium distribution o
thermal particles withE 3 B drift can be maintained
for such localized electric fields [2,26]. Energy analyz
[27] measurements indicate no unusual energization
the ions following application of the radial dc electr
field. The mean-free path for ion-neutral collisions [2
is comparable to the plasma column length; theref
collisional effects are minimal.

Figure 2 shows a typical cylindrically symmetr
plasma potential profile (circles) and the associated e
tric field (triangles) produced by the MRE as a functi
of radial position. The seven outermost rings are bia
to 120 V with respect to chamber ground and others
biased to210 V. Plasma potential is measured with
emissive probe located 14.5 cm axially in front of t
MRE. The radial dc electric field is localized to th

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of experiment (a) showing lo
tion of MRE and (b) front view of MRE depicting the rings
transverse electric field, and azimuthally sheared flow.
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annular region4 , r , 11 cm and has a peak amplitud
of 0.6 Vycm. Measurements made at various ax
locations in front of the MRE indicate that the electr
field extends at least 88 cm into the plasma column a
remains roughly constant. The electric field strength
controlled primarily by the potential applied to the out
ring group and maximizes atE ø 0.75 Vycm.

In addition to the inhomogeneity in the azimuthal flow
application of potential to the MRE induces low levels
magnetic-field-aligned current within the plasma colum
The relative drift velocity between the electrons and t
ions has been determined using a directional Langm
probe technique [29,30] and from measurement of
current collected by the MRE. The directional Langmu
probe technique involves fitting a drifting Maxwellia
to differentiated current-voltage characteristics taken w
the probe first facing upstream, then downstream, wit
the drifting electron population. In the second metho
the parallel drift velocity of the electrons is determine
from a measurement of the current collected by the in
and outer MRE sections along with spatially resolv
Langmuir probe measurements of plasma density. T
parallel electron drift velocity if found by using the
expressionyd  jyn0e, wherej is the current density,n0

is the average local plasma density, ande is the electron
charge. For the plasma conditions illustrated in Fig.
both techniques indicate thatyd ø 3yti .

When an electric field of sufficient magnitude is im
posed, waves in the ion-cyclotron frequency range c
be detected from oscillations in the ion-saturation curr
collected by Langmuir probes and from fluctuations in t
electron current collected by the MRE sections. Figure
shows probe measurements of mode amplitude as a f
tion of radial position with the inner and outer MRE rin
groups biased to210 and 40 V, respectively. This mea
surement indicates that the waves are localized to r
corresponding to the cylindrical shell of drifting plasm
with the peak mode amplitude occurring atr ø 610 cm.

The transverse and field-aligned wave-vector co
ponentsku  2pylu and kz  2pylz have been de-
termined using a cross-correlation technique [31]

FIG. 2. Plasma potential (circles) and electric field (triangle
as a function of radius with the four inner MRE rings biased
210 V and seven outer rings biased to120 V.
1979
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FIG. 3. Mode amplitude vs radial position with the inn
MRE ring group biased to210 V and the outer group biase
to 140 V. Peak mode amplitude occurs atr ø 610 cm.

measure the phase differenceDf between ion-saturatio
current fluctuations simultaneously obtained from pairs
Langmuir probes. In each case, three coplanar Lang
probes with identical tips are unequally spaced (to red
the possibility of aliasing) along the azimuthal or ax
direction. For the measurement of azimuthal wave n
ber, the values ofDf are consistent with anm  1 mode
with ku  0.11 6 0.003 cm21 propagating in theE 3 B
direction. The measurement of the axial wave num
indicates propagation away from the plasma source
kz  0.013 6 0.001 cm21.

The normalized wave amplitude is plotted as a funct
of yEyyti in Fig. 4. The wave amplitude increas
with the magnitude ofyE s;jEyBjd until it saturates
at dnyn ø 15%, when yE exceeds30yti. A sample
wave spectrum acquired from a Langmuir probe loca
75.4 cm from the MRE is inset in Fig. 4. The fluctuati
spectrum is broadbandsdfyf ø 30%d and spiky which is
typical of inhomogeneous energy-density driven (IED
waves [9,10,32]. Shown as a solid line is the IED
instability growth rate theoretically predicted using SP
plasma parameters, which indicates a large thres

FIG. 4. Normalized mode amplitudednyn (circles) and theo
retically predicted IEDD growth rate (solid line) as a functi
of increasing electric field strength. Typical wave spectr
is inset.
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electric fieldsE ø 0.25 Vycmd. It is interesting to note
that the qualitative behavior of the linear growth ra
and the saturated wave amplitude is similar and
experimentally determined value of the threshold occ
at a large magnitude of electric fieldsE ø 0.4 Vycmd.

Theoretical analysis indicates that for the experimen
conditions, the change in the mode frequencyDf 
sf 2 f0dyfci scales as the Doppler shift due to the cros
field drift, wheref0 is the mode frequency at threshol
In Fig. 5, Df is plotted as a function ofyEyyti . As
yEyyti is increased from 20 to 40,Df increases from 0 to
1.1. In this range ofyE, the real frequency upshifts from
1.5fci to 2.6fci . We compare the experimental value
of Df with the calculated Doppler shifts in cylindrica
and slab geometries. For our parameters, the cylindr
geometry results in an azimuthal drift which is small
than yE, scales asE1y2, and leads to good agreeme
with the experiment. The upshifting of frequency wi
increasingyE in the reactive regime is in sharp contrast
the corresponding down-shifting in the dissipative regim
predicted theoretically and observed in theQ-machine
experiments [9].

Near the threshold, the field-aligned driftyd is
approximately 1.1yti ranging to yd ø 3.5yti at the
largest values of applied voltage. The predict
critical electron drift velocity of the current-driven
electrostatic ion-cyclotron (CDEIC) instability for SPS
plasma parameters is15yti. Thus, the ion-cyclotron
waves are observed at values of magnetic-field-align
current density that are 93% below the predicted CDE
threshold. While total elimination ofyd is experimentally
difficult, theoretical analysis shows that the observ
level of yd is inconsequential to the mode characteristi
Calculations for experimental conditions indicate th
the thresholdyE for the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability is
around2yti and the fastest growth occurs forkzyku  0.
Hence, it is unlikely that the fluctuations result from th
Kelvin-Helmholtz instability since there is an observe
threshold at large electric fieldsyE ø 20ytid and the
value of kzyku is significantly larger than zero. Fo

FIG. 5. Experimentally measured (circles) and theoretica
calculated change in mode frequency as a function of increa
electric field strength. Solid and dashed lines correspond
cylindrical and slab geometry, respectively.
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all values of electric field strength at which fluctuation
are observed, the azimuthal drift significantly excee
the transverse wave phase velocitysvrykud which is a
necessary condition for reactive growth [1,2] and whic
makes the centrifugally driven flute mode unlikely [33
especially sincekzyku is large. For experimentally
determined values ofku , yE, kz , and yd it is found that
R ø 100.

The mode has been identified as the reactively driv
IEDD instability based upon the consistency betwe
experimentally observed mode characteristics and th
predicted by theory. Previous experimental studies
different plasma parameter regimes including a tran
verse electric field have also reported significant chang
in observed ion-cyclotron mode properties [12–14], a
though detailed measurements of some mode cha
teristics and comparison with theory were not provide
The results presented in this Letter indicate that shea
plasma flow resulting from inhomogeneous, transver
electric fields can play an important role in the gener
tion of plasma waves and may have significance to t
interpretation of ionospheric and magnetospheric satel
data. An increasing body ofin situ data finds correla-
tion between wave activity and localized transverse ele
tric fields. Among the latest of such results are data fro
the Freja satellite in which intense, narrow, transver
electric fieldssø1 Vymd are observed in association with
black aurora along with low frequency, broadband elect
static waves [3]. Since significant field-aligned curren
are lacking in these regions [3], localized, transverse el
tric fields may play an important role in wave destabiliz
tion. Such wave activity can contribute to the transver
ion heating [4] which is necessary for the formation of io
conics and thermal ion outflow events in the ionosphe
plasmas.
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